Citrix Integration

CITRIX READY
PARTNER

Acceptto’s eGuardian® platform is a verified and compatible solution within
the Citrix Ready partner program. The partner designation is awarded to
third-party solutions that have successfully met test criteria set by Citrix and
provides added confidence to Citrix customer’s in the compatibility of the
joint solution.

Continuous Behavioral Authentication™
for a dynamic level of assurance
Our solution allows organizations to protect Citrix Workspace with
advanced machine learning using Acceptto’s Cognitive Continuous
Authentication™. Proactively increase authentication requirements for
unprecedented or unexpected access attempts—while simultaneously
reduce friction and enhance productivity for well-behaved users.

Problem: Traditional usernames and passwords
represent real vulnerabilities and
password resets are increasingly
costly for help desks.
Multi-factor authentication has become a more robust requirement,
but not all multifactor solutions convey the same level of security.
Most schemes treat all applications and users equally, independent
of circumstance, location, or access method. In addition, phones,
tokens, PINs, personal information, and even biometrics used as
authentication factors can be stolen and used illicitly. This is why
Continuous Authentication is a necessity for any organization.

Solution

Acceptto’s eGuardian® offers risk-based assessment to

eGuardian® Intelligence Authentication for Citrix

authorize or deny access to resources such as websites,

Acceptto’s eGuardian uses sophisticated machine learning to continuously

databases, or financial transactions.
Any resource that is subject to authentication can be protected. For
instance, eGuardian® would be able to detect a fraudulent access
attempt with a computer served by an ISP located in the U.K., and a

monitor user behavior. The software can assess whether a given access
attempt is legitimate, based on it’s context. The software performs continuous
monitoring of user behavior and traffic, gathering intelligence from multiple
external sources.

phone simultaneously on a mobile network in the United States, even
if other factors appeared normal. With network forensics, eGuardian®
also provides an audit trail of user actions, along with application
behavior and transactions. The audit trail can be used to fine tune
policies dependent on the criticality of a resource and the risk level
of user behavior, device characteristics, and associated transactions.
The auditing capability can work in a stand alone fashion, or it can be
integrated with the ItsMeTM client authenticator to implement multifactor authentication. software can assess whether a given access
attempt is legitimate, based on it’s context. The software performs
continuous monitoring of user behavior and traffic, gathering
intelligence from multiple external sources. Acceptto’s eGuardian®
works with NetScaler Unified GatewayTM via the RADIUS protocol.
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Acceptto Solutions
Intelligent Multi-Factor Authentication

Zero Trust Identity (CIAM)

Employees hate using passwords as much as you hate

You need to know that your customers are who they

managing password vulnerabilities. More passwords

say they are; customers don’t want to jump through

and tokens lead to greater security risk, fatigue, and

hoops to prove it and they want you to keep their

cost. It’s time to get rid of them for good.

credentials safe.

Device Trust

FIDO Solution

Acceptto Device Trust solution enables passwordless

FIDO Certified program provides assurance of

Desktop SSO for Windows and Mac workstations

product compliance to roll out FIDO Authentication

and measures the security hygiene of devices, tracks

using Acceptto’s enterprise identity authentication

who is accessing which company applications, and

security solution.

eliminates costly helpdesk support calls.

Why Acceptto
Enable Frictionless Productivity

Dramatically Reduce Cost of Operations

Acceptto facilitates an incredible, frictionless secure authentication

Acceptto eliminates the need for passwords, thereby eliminating the

user experience without MFA fatigue all your web, mobile, cloud or

need for time-consuming password resets, and help-desk costs.

IoT applications.

Orchestrate Dynamic Authentication

Correlate Audit Logs & Threat Intel in Real-time

Acceptto monitors user context and behavior based on a simple but

Acceptto eliminates the reliance on weak and outdated controls by

powerful set of configurable policies that drive dynamic risk-based

incorporating multi-modal telemetry into our solution. We utilize

scoring of authentication requirements. This, in turn, adapts to user

contextual, behavior-based credentials that are virtually impossible

behavior, attributes and the ecosystem of associated devices and

to replicate, tamper with, or spoof. This is our revolutionary

resources.

Biobehavioral® approach to identity access management.

Customize, Integrate and Scale Efficiently

Instantly Prevent Credential Stuffing

Acceptto provides an out-of-the-box solution for all enterprise cloud

Acceptto renders credential stuffing benign using passwordless

or on-premise applications, certified Webauthn FIDO servers, Mobile

risk-based authentication. Our services drastically reduce the threat

SDKs, and REST APIs for scale, extensibility and visibility into the IT

surface for ATO breaches using smart MFA.

ecosystem.

About Acceptto
Acceptto is on a mission to make passwords obsolete, and account takeovers impossible.
Acceptto’s intelligent Passwordless Continuous Authentication™ technology analyzes user identity and uses behavioral modeling to infer whether a
user is a threat before authentication, during authentication, and post-authorization.
Identity is more than passwords and tokens. Identity is defined by authentic behavior. Companies use Acceptto to thwart fraudsters and create
seamless, secure user experiences for employees, partners and customers. The company is headquartered in Portland, OR with offices in
Washington, DC, Lisbon, Portugal, and Vancouver, Canada.
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